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During the period of July, August and September, 1981, progress has
continued on all phases of the research program. Particular attention has
been given during this period to the preparation of papers and documents
related to the Magsat program.
On July 30 and 31, 1981, we participated in the Workshop for Magsat
Investigators held in Edinburgh, Scotland. Following these workshops, we
presented two papers on the 4th of August 1981 in Session I1 entitled "Scien-
tific Results from Magsat" at the Fourth International Association of Geo-
magnetism and Aeronomy Scientific Assembly. The abstracts for these papers
are published in IAGA program for the Fourth Scientific Assembly. The first
paper presented, entitled "US Aeromagnetic and Satellite Magnetic Comparisons"
by R.R . B. von Frese, N.J. Hinze, J . L. Sexton and L . W. Braile, made a detailed
comparison between the upward continued NOO aeromagnetic and POGO magnetic
anomaly data over the conterminous U.S. The second paper, entitled "Satellite
Elevation Magnetic and Gravity Models of Major South American Plate Tectonic
Features" authored by M.B. Longacre, N.J. Hinze, R.R.B. von Frese, L.W.
Braile, E.G. Lidiak and G.R. Keller presented the results of our recent analysis
and processing of the Magsat data over South America, the Carib"ean and adjacent
marine areas and the compilation and analysis of the associated gravity and
other geophysical and geological data. The results are enumerated in the
abstract and include modeling of the Andean subduction zone, the continent
of South America and the Amazon River Aulacogen.
We have also prepared several figures and related discussions for documents
being prepared by NASA on the feasibility and applications of the Graysat
Mission and the proposed Magsat B Mission. In addition, we have completed
the preparation and review of a manuscript on "Long-Wavelength Aeromagnetic
Anomaly Map of the Conterminous U.S." which is in the process of being sub-
mitted for publication.
We have also received confirmation of the publication of a paper by
R.R.B. von Frese, W.J. Hinze and L.W. Braile on "Long-Wavelength Anomaly
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Map of the U.S." in the Geophysical Journal. In addition, the paper by R.R.B.
von Frese, W.J. Ninze, L.W. Braile and A.J. Luca entitled "Spherical-Earth
Gravity and Magnetic Anomal;, Mod ,-ling by Gauss-Legendre Quadrature Integration"
has been published by the Journal of Geophysics (a copy of this paper is
enclosed).
Current activities are centered around the preparation of papers for
the forthcoming special issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research Letters.
Papers are being prepared related to our continuing studies and analysis
of the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Magnetic Survey Program of the U.S.
and our Magsat studies in South America.
Total expenditures as of October 1, 1981 are approximately $58,511.
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Spherical-Earth Gravity and Magnetic Anomaly Modeling
by Gartms-lxgendre Quadrature Integration
R.R.B. von Frese'. W.J. Ilinze'. L.W. Wilk'. and A.J. Luca
' Mplrunent of (icosacner,. Purdue hikersim). West I aL1)ettc. Indiana 47907. 1 NA
('hewn Geophysical ( o.. 400 5th A%c. SW, Calgar). Alhata IT01.7. Canada
Abstract. I he uscfuhtcs, of potential field
anomalies in lahu,pherii interpretation is greatly increased
with spherical earth modeling techniques. Gauss-Legendre
quadrature integration is used to calculate the anomalous po-
tential of gravity and magnetic fields and their spatial de-
ri y ati%cs on ;1 spherical earth for ;tit arbitrary body represented
by ;tit equivalent point source distribution of gra y it) Ix/1es of
magnetic dipoles, l he distribution of equivalent point sources
is determined directl y from the coordinate limits of the source
volume. Variable integration limits for an arbitrarily shaped
IW) arc deriscd from interpolation of points which approxi-
matc the hotly •% surface cmelope. the versatility of the method
is enhanced by tour ahilty to Ircal physical prolxrty variations
within the ,oarce %olumr and to consider %ariahle magnetic
Fields mcr the ,oulcr ;old obseralion surface. A number of
examples %erify and illustrate the capan,ities of the lechnique.
including preliminary modeling of potential field signatures for
Mississippi enubaymcnt crusUll structure at satellite elesations.
Key w4wd%: tiphercal coordinate gravity tivaleliug -Spherical
coortlinac magnetic modeling I • quitalent sources- 6auss-
Legcndre quadraturc integrtion- Satellite lotential fields
- Mississippi enlia)nnent
Intrrduction
Computation of theoretical anomalous gratify and magnetic
fields from geologic models is an important clement in in-
terpreting potential field data and designing surveys. For re-
gional gua%ity.
 and magnetic surveys me:tsured in degrees of
latitude and longitude, procedures are desired which model
directly. in spherical coordinalcs. potential field anomalies due
to large- sole.
 arbitrarily shaped sources of %ariable density or
magnelizaliun ch;uacterisucs.
In a re,icw of computer modeling techniques Bliattaeharyya
(197X) presents methods that in principle arc suitable for
spherical earth modeling of re g ional features. I'hese procedures
are gener;tlly hosed on approximations of the allonialous
source as a group of prisms or polygonal laminar. the elTrels of
which are evaluated and summed at cash obseration point to
yield the wtal anomaly. Ilime%er. for typical spherical earth
M- ' :tppheations, the hook-keeping problem imolved %i ith
subtlividing the large-%rule %outer 11110 simpl y halos to IJI'o
arbill.ouy	 gcnnlcuy and pinysuoal punhrluec is
commonl y formidable.
A su p ple and more cfliclrrtl procedumc 1s to wpiownl
quadr:ttires of the source volume by equivalent point sources
according to the well known technique of Gaussian cluadr:uurc
integration. In pri-leiple. the appropriate geometric distribution
of oruivalcnt point sources can be determined directly from the
coordinate limits of the source volume. so  that an accurate
estimate of the source-affiliated anout:dy is uhlaincti by
evaluating and summing at each observation point the anoutal%
values due to each point sourCr of the equivalent source distri-
bution.
t:iaussian quadrature is a time-honored technique for
numerical integration and has been well studied in the liters
lure of numerical methods (Carnahan et al. 1901. potential
field modeling by Gauss-Legendre quadr:ture aas used by Ku
(1977) to evaluate gravity and magnetic anomalies in Carieslail
coordinates duc to bodies of arbitrary shape and ntagneluc
polarimlion. In this discussion, the method is extended to
spherical coordinates and the general problem of sources with
arbit rary shape and variable density and ntagretiz:tion proper-
ies.
Descriptitm of INcthad
As illustrated in Fig. I, it is convenient for gravity and mag-
netic modeling problems to consider the anomalous body as
being composed of a source volume distribution of gra y it)
point poles or magnetic point dipoles. respectivcl). Ilence. to
estimate the anomalous gravity or magnetic field at some ob-
scrvation point, it is necessary to evatuatc and sum the ano-
maly values due to each of these point sources at the obser-
vation point.
In particular, the radial anomaly. AK. due to a gravity
point pole referred to it geocentric coordinate system as shown
in I-ig. I is given by
l r; ._	 _ O 
f, (' RI	
tIl	 111{	 r K (R	 r
where
G	 - universal gravilational constant (=6.67x10 " cm'/
( .g see )),
R	 =distance from observation point Jr.(1.0) to source point
(r'. 0'. (P),
r,1.	 madi:l disl:mces front earth's center to the observation
point and source Iwlinl, rcivOncly.
0. N'	 co-I:tivatc ct%irlinales (if observation and sotirw points.
resl,lcti%ely.
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M l,auss -I evelldre quadt.dtrre uncl!tAlon (wi: lest lot domisl
longlilldc coordlllales of obser%alioll and %oluce points.
Ie.11ecU%cly. alld
Int - alas ., contrast of the Ixlint rule.
or a magnetic Point dipole. tat the other h:111d. the total
magnetic inlcnsity anontal)..1 1. is gi%cn by
I;	 u l f u ( - ' k ))?.li
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%%here
1,1'==gradient operators in obscl%ation point and source 1x,1111
coordinates. rr.pxcticely.
li	 magncti/auun conttrast of the roil ► dipole. and
u. u - unit geontagnt:nc held %ectors at the ollsel%auon 11411111
and source point. lc%p>lclt%cly.
( 41n%enUonalh. the unit %cools u amt u' are c\presed In tcrns
of geomagneUC field inclln.lit'll (1.1 ) and drehnvltln 11). U'1.
\Iso. when the point thpole px,lari/ali gn is by induclion
It -	 I4 1''	 I;)
where
I1, _ nlagm rc susceplihlhty contrast c11 the point dipole. and
I	 geollblgnVilk, held 1111011 .,11% .11 tilt' sound • 1101111
Ilcnce. 111 regional-s cale apphcau4111% 411 I ti. 1-'I ge0ln:lgncuc
Ilcill models such .,% the I(iItI I')n s !('.1111 rt .d	 191,71 .or
normally used to oht:u11 perUncna %,dues of 11.U.I 1 al the
source point and It U) at the ohscrcalion point.
Consideration of rqs. (I) and 121 shows that the incremental
gravity and magnetic anomaly values due It, a point source
located a distance K from the observation point can he general-
ized according to the relation
t1(k)Ax	 (4)
where
r(tlt)=the geometrical point source function which describes
the inverse distance between the observation point and
source point, and
Ax =the appropriate physical property contrast of the point
source.
Hence, to determine the total potential field anomaly it is
necessary to evaluate at each observation point (r. 0, 0) the
volume integral given by
41" n;,
J f (N(r,l ►,r,:r,0',rp' ► Ax).	 Ill'tlr(^	 (5)
where the printed variables refer to the coordinates of the
anomalous body such that
V,;,, Ob =lower and upper longitude limits of the source volume.
(1. , ,11;, =lower and upper co-latitude limits of the source vol-
ume, and
r., r;, =lower and upper radial limits of the sourer volume.
Consider, now, the numerical evaluation of the innermost
integral in Eq. (5). Most numerical integration techniques in-
%olve the use of interpolation polynomials to approximate the
integrand according to a summation formula of the general
type given by
"1' 
(U(r').'Ix)dr'z 1 A,q(r;)A.%	 16)
where the ►ti values A, are the weights to (x given w the Pit
functional values (y(r;)Ax) evaluated at the interpolation coor-
dinates, r;. Conventional integration formulae such as
Simpson's rule or the trapezoidal rule assume equal spacing of
the arguments r; which is generally appropriate when dealing
with an intcgrand that is not well known analytically. Ilowever,
as shown in P.qs. (1) and (2) the iluegrand being considered
here involves a Ltmilar analytic function which may he com-
puted for any argument to great precision. In such instances.
Gaussian quadrature formulae call developed to yield selec-
ted %alucs of interpolation r; and coefficients A, so that the suns
in Fq. (6) gives the integral exactly when (q(r')Ax) is it
 of degree 2n6 or less IC'arnahan et al. 19691.
In general. it may he shown-that the (iaussian coclTicicnis
I, can he obtained front it polynomial of order ►ti which Is
orthogonal o%er the interval of integration such that the no
Ix,ints of interpolation r; are the zeros of the poly nom 61,
I amilics of orthogonal polynomials which are commonly used
to develop Gaussian quadrature formulae include Legendre.
I aguctre. C'hch y shev and Ilermite polynomials. Ilowe%er. in
this discussion• only the prototype of the Gaussian method In-
%oh ing Lcgendre polynomials is considered.
1 rgcndtc p ►ol)non ► ials 1;,Ir 1 of order n) which are ortho-
gonal over the inlcr%al - 1 51 <_ I are given by
I	 J"'	 _1" ,Ir l -
'2"'ni!) ^Ir""' (r - 11"').	 where I',Ir'1 - 1	 171
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Accordingly. the standard G auss-Legendre quadrature over the
interval (
	
I, 1 ► is given h)
J (ylr ) A I Jr' -	 M
where the interpolation points r, at which the integrand is
evaluated arc the icn,s of Fq. 17) and the Gaussian coefficients
are
A _	 2f I --r,)(^^)
' 00 ( 11 . 10;11'
Now for arbitrary limits of integration such as indicated in
Eq. (6) it is necessary to map the standard interval - I g r, 5 I
into the interval of integration r;,_<i, <rh according to the
transformation
(10)
Accordingly, the integral in I q. (6) can be appioxiniated as
(rh--r;l i	 rlr6- r)+lre^r^) 1J(9(r)Ax)d r'=	 i	 fi (qj -	 ^AX)dr'
2
Extending this procedure to volume integrals is straightfor-
ward. - thus, the Gauss-Legendre formula for the general eva-
luation of IA (5) is given by
J ! j(41i. (►',0' ) A v ► dr'J(YJo' _	 2^►Y^ K 
x L
	
r,n'-rd
^, h(I r', IY , ^^^1.1 s l I, (' 1 ,^ ' 1 c	 (121
where
P; _- 0.5 ( ►sl a b	 3,"I + '.e + r...)
(/ =0
.5(fY (1 1 ' i3 O',w )410,,,41( 3
	
t
^a- 0.5 (004 — t(t►r ) * 'Pi ll + C.)
r", IY, 01 = coordinates of the subdivision in the limits •f in-
tegration front 1 to I which correspond to zero
nodes of Eq. (7).
A,, A,, A c =(jauss-Legendre quadrature coefficients given by Eq.
19).
0j.. and uplicr longitude limits of the body for the
C-th longitude coniploncnl of the equivalent print
source coordinates.
U'M,1 ,, -lower and uplwr tm- latitude limits of the hod) for
the j-th co-latitude component of the equivalent
planl se.ncc coordinates, and
r; ,,, r;,
	
	 lower and upper radial limits of the body for the
I-1h radial component of the equivalent point sowce
coordinates.
The quadrature formula green in Eq. (121 shoNS that groity
and magnetic anomalies can be computed accurately by sum-
ming at each observation point the anomalous effect of PA tit
xni cquivalcol l>,nt sources Iikalcd at source lht+int Coot -
dinates Ir;, (Yl , ^r;^ where each of the differential point source
anomalies is appropriately weighted by Gauss-1 cgendre
quadrature coefficients and the volume coordinate limits of the
anomalous body befog modeled. This result is well suited to
machine computation where the input consists principally of
values of the integrand for selected source: points (r;, ( ►^, r<r;l,
affiliated subdivision coordinates (^;, i),, ^^) and coefficients
(A ; , Ai , A,), and the volume coordinate limits of the body for
each dimension of every source point coordinate (r,. (P. oil.
The selected values of the integrand for gravity or magnetic
modeling purposes are readily obtained from Eqs. (1) or (2).
respectively. Also, llte Legendre subdivision coordinates of the
interval ( - I, 1) and associated Gaussian coefficients may IV
computed directly from tigs. (7) and (9), respectively. Ilowever•
it is generally found to hco more machine efficient to input these
values front using an algorithm such as described by
Carnahan ct al. (1969). Values which are applicable for such
algorithms are tabulated to 30 digit precision for orders n=_'
512 by Stroud and Secrest (1966). Ilowever, for most regional
lithospheric modeling applications experience suggests that sub-
division coordinates and associated coefficients to 10 digit pre-
cision for orders tip to n =16 arc normally sufficient.
For a uniformly dimensioned body such as a prism• the
integration limits for the evaluation of Eq. ( 12) are easy to
specify. In this case. for example, (d►;• J^;^1 = hh • ^^). N Iw, t ► ',,.1
=(0.Xj,,) and (r;r;, ► =(r;,r^ ►, Ilowever, for the more general
case of a Sody with arbitrary shape the integration limits arc
known in ore dimension only, so that the problem of determin-
ing the integration limits in tits remaining two dimensions for
each equivalent point source coordinate must he cousidcred.
Procedures can be developed to handle this problem ef-
ficiently, such as the method described by Ku (1977) where a
modified cubic spline function is used to interpolate the desired
integration limits from a set of body point coordinates which
provide a rough approximation of the surface envelope of the
body. Typically, the procedure is to specify, for example, tlic
longitudinal limits of integration of the Nuly to obtain the tit,
Gauss - Legendre nodes tfti as described i6ove. Interpolations of
the I►udy point coordinates are performed next to determine
the maximum and minimum latitude coordinates of the Ixidy
for each longitude coordinate m;. These values of course pro-
vide the latitude limits of integration for evaluating the tit
nodes (1. Similarly, the radial coordinates of the holy points
are interpolated at each horizontal coordinate %. (Yj) to yield
appropriate radial limits of integ ration from which the ni nodes
ri
 can be determined. Procedures such as this arc readily adap-
ted for efficient machine processing so that the integration
limits of arbitrarily shaped bodies can be determined accurately
for evaluation of the quadrature formula given in Eq. (14
The quadrature formula in general has considerable versa-
tility in modeling applications because anomalous gravity and
magnetic potentials and their rcwp ►eclivc spatial derivatives of
any order are all linearly related. Hence, to model the radial
derivative of the potential field anomaly due to an arbitrary
source, for example, it is necessary simply to exchange q(R) for
t't((R)4'r in 1'.q. (12). Additional geophysically interesting quan-
lilies which can he modeled front linear transformations
of the integrand of Eq. ( 12) include the anomalous potential,
vector anomaly components and the spatial derivatives of any
order. Relative gcoidal anomalies can also be mtkleled by
computing the anomalous gravitational potential of the body at
the surface of the earth and dividing it by normal gravity
according lit loon's formula (llciskanen and Moritz 19671.
Bodies with variable physical property Wntrast are also
accommodated readily by the quadrature solution. To emphas-
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izc the fact that Ax call 	 expressed is a function of source
position (i.e.. Ax Or A.v(r', (Y. 0')) when necessary, the gcneralimd
print source anomaly (4(R),ty) has been carried intact
throughout the foregoing developments. Conventional model-
ing procedures normally assume bodies with uniform physical
properties so that each property variation must be modeled as
a separate body. To mtxlcl the tidal intensity magnetic anom-
aly due to a regiotud sourer subject to regional variations of
geomagnetic field induction by the well known method of
'Ialwani (19651. for example. res p ires that the source be sub-
divided into blocks wherein the geomagnetic field polarization
is uniform. Each block in turn must be subdivided into a group
of approximating polygonal laminae to ensure accuracy of the
numerical integration which evaluates the anomaly. Ily con-
trast, the Gauss•Legendre quadraturc approach is simply to
polarize each point dipole in the quuadrature formula according
to the polarization characteristics of :ut acceptable numerical
model of the geomagnetic field (e.g., the IGRI -1965 by Cain
et al. 1967). This example also illustrates the technique for
nitxlchng bodies with remanent nlagnetiution by quadraturc
formulation. liere, the magnetization of the point dipoles is
achieved using a polarization field that represents the vector
sum of induced and rcnlanent magnetic polarizations.
Finally, considerable computational flexibility is available
for the practical implementation of the quadraturc formulation.
Ku (1977) noted the trade-offs which occur in applications of
the method between efficient computation and the accuracy of
the solution. A large nunll ►ci of (iati .-Lcgcodre nudes eo.ures
a very accurate quadrature solution, although the same degree
of accuracy call be achieved by a substantially smaller
numhLr of equilalent point sources. In (act, the accuracy of the
solution remains essentially unchanged for different numbers of
nodes as long as the nixie spacing is smaller than the distance
to the observation point, llcncc, the minimum number of no-
des specified in a given application should be such that the
distance to the observation point is greater than the nude
spacing. In general, then, the accuracy of the quadraturc for-
mulation can be readily controlled by adjusting the number of
Gauss-Legendre nixie% relative to the elevation of the obscr-
vation point.
Illrstntioa of Method
A computer program is described in von Fresc ct al. (1980)
which was developed for regional lithospheric gravity and mag-
netic modeling applications by Gauss - Legendre quadrature.
The program was used to construct examples that illustrate
some of the capabilities of the method.
To demonstrate and verify the method for regional-scale
modeling applications, gravity and magnetic anomalies due to
a three-dimensional spherical prism were -!xlcicd on a spatial
scale small enough that the results could oL ;omparcd readily
with conventional modeling techniques in Cartesian, coor-
dinates. In Fig. 2, for example, a comparison is made between
tae two coordinate systems for calculations of gravity anomalies
due to a 6.67 km thick prism with density contrast 0.25 g/cm l . The
observation grid consists of (16,16) stations uniformly spanning
the region (271 274) •E, (40 41) O N at an elevation (Z) of 6.67 km
above the top of the prism.
The well known method of Talwdni and Ewing (1 190) was
used to calculate the gravity effect of the prismatic niodcl as
shown it Fig. 2A. The gravity anomaly was determined by
evaluating and summing at each observation point the gravity
anomalies due to 11 horizontal polygonal laminae used to
approximate the prism. As shown in Fig. 2A, the resultant
anomaly has an amplitude range ( AR) between 36.0 mgal and
0.3 nlgal and an amplitude mean (AM) of 5.4 mgal. The anomaly
was computed all , ! contoured in ('artesian coordinates assum-
ing I" IW kill. Ibis assumption distorts slightly the true geu-
mcuy of d spherical prism in this V x 1° region in northwcs-
tern Indiana where I • in longitude or latitude is more nearly
equal to 88 km or 112 km, respectively.
In Fig. 28 the gravity anomaly of the spherical prism com-
puted by Gauss-Legendre quadraturc integration is contoured
on a slercographic equal-area pillar (SLAP) projection. In this
case, the gravity anomaly was calculated in spherical coor-
dinates by evaluating at each observation point an nk x nj x ni
s 8 x 8 x 2 =128 point quadraturc formula where the inte-
gration limits were specified directly from the spherical coor-
dinate limits of the prism volume. The results shown in Fig.2
indicate that the two methods agree very well with respect to
237
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271.0'r.	 **H. it **.**	 774.0"F M-h<• 1, Slagllctit' atltollak
SFAI'	 11 101. •ctlon l'UII1l,ilrlsU111 l,tr it splictleal 11I'11111
the rclali%cly .mall spatial scaly under consideration. l he slight
disparity hciween the results is probably title la geometric
distortion introduced by the use of Cartesian coordinates for
calculation of the spherical prism anomaly.
A comparison of magnetic anomaly fields is illustrated in
Fig.3 for the prism ntxlel mih colunte magnetic susceplibllit)
contrast equal to 0.IMM ►5 cmu can' (41t x 00)05 in SI units) and
uniform lxthu icing inlcnsitl P 60,(MM) gaumnia (bOAK n1 i. in-
clination I'=75° and declination D' -IW. Oter the Awrcatlon
grid. uniform geomapnetic field attitude ch:uactcristics of nl-
clination I=75' :Ind dechwoiou 0= 0' are also iissunted. the
Total intcli-i% nlaguctir anonlal^ of the spherical prism calcu-
lated nt C:ttc% n cta,rdin:nes according tit the method of
falw:mi 11 1 65) is shown lit ig.3A. I'hc resultant aunonal)
corresl►onds well wth tine nclgnelic anonml) calculated tit
spherical coordinates h) Gauss- Legendre yuadrature in Fig. 311.
As it more rrglt,nal seedy c\amplc, consider the application
of talus-I cgendre tfuadr:tuic integration fur mudding graoil)
and niagw1w awom,tly signatures. ill satellite dccaitm of
450knt, due it, the crustal thickness :atonal) which is gridded
in 1 • ig, 4A. 1 his ions of enhanced crustal thickness. extetldmg
from the Tc\w.. p:utha ndle tit rthcastward into Kansas, is por-
trayed by seismic evidence IWarrcn and Ilcaly 1973) as ruughl)
10km of lighter crustal material displacing denser (Inant1c)
material to a depth of 50 km. to illustrate the gravity modeling
procedure, a density contrast of - 0.3 g cm  was assumed for
this feature.
Magnetic considerations. oil 	 other haled. suggest thal
the crustal thickness autonialy tray represent it 	 of ptsitivc
magneti/ation contrast due to downward deflection oI the Cu-
ric isotherm 
ill
	
region of thick. cooler crustal material or
thicker magnetic crust wending Into nun-magnctie mantle
material. For the purl>.,srs ill thi  example. ;I suscepti-
bility contrast of 10 ' emu cni' was assumed for the zone of
enhanced crustal thickness which is ieprescntaltw of the gcnci-
al magnetization icixtred l0r the lower crust (Il:dl 1474. Shuey
ct al. 1973).
I'll the cariahle bunt% of miegrulolt fill the cwl-
uation of the yuadialulc Imi nlla. the crustal tht.kncss a none
aly was referred to the Mxfy point grid shown in Fig. 4A. l ur
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each Gauss-Legendre node in the ,jt tingittide coordinates of
the butyl the 0, lalitudc limits of the body were interpolated
from the 6 points describing the btxly's houndary. The radial
limits, in turn, were inlerpolated from the 6 houndary fx,ints
and 3 interior points of the body for each Gauss-Ugendre
node with horizontal W. (0-coordinatc%. For the particular nuxt-
el considered here, of cour%c. the radial coordinates of the 9 NO
lx,inls used la approximate llte subsurl'i-S conligitraiion of the
htxly were specified to represent a uniform thickness of Ill kill
I'he resultants gravity anonialy at 4501,111 elcsation due io
this feature is illustrated in Fig. 411. The gr v6 effect was
calculated h) evaluating all ilk x nj x Ili = 10 x 16 x : _= 512 lxanl
t.iauss-Legendre quadratwr k:rnula over !hc (41. 411 grid of
observations. The magnetic effect of the crustal thickness atom.
alp was also computed in this manner at 450kni &%mio7l.
The resultant total intensity magnetic anomaly in the 1610—
NO ulxlated Is. 1966 is demonstrated tit Fig. 3A. Ili remote
anomaly distortion due fu regional variability al' the reference
field, file magnclic elfect was next computed, assuming it
polarizing field intensity al' MOM gainnia and radial geontitc-
nctic field inclination at both source and obsci% tiuii points.
Accordingly. Fig. 511 illustrate% the resultait magnetic allontah
field r:duced to radial polarization at 450km cleoation for the
crustal thickness model.
Finally, for accurate implementation of the method the
distance between the equivalent source points and the obser-
vation Ixoint must he greater than the cyuivalcnt source point
spacing within the body. This limitation call b minimind lit
practice by either subdividing the body into :In appropriate
number of smaller bodies, or increasing the number of cyuiva-
lent point sources, or increasing the distance between the ob-
scrvation point and the body. The taller coonsidcration suggests
that file Gauss-Legcndre yuadrature formulation is esp:ciall)
well suited for mulcting satchite•level gravity and magnetic
anonudies because of the large cicvaticlns involved Willi these
ntcasurenicnt%. The gravity and magnetic anomaly signatures of
the crustal thickness model, for example, can be computed
using :ul n k , nj x iii = 4 x 4x 2=32  point yuadrature formula
to neatly lite sank precision as developed by lite 31 2 print
formula in Fig. 411 and S. respectively.
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Application of Method
I he spherical earth modeling procedure was used w obtain a
preliminary siew of the gravity and magneti: anomaly chartc-
terwics fur the Mississippi embayment at 45)km elevation.
This information is Ixrtincnt to evaluattmg• for cvanlple. the
l asih1111) of using ,.Nellie gur.uy and limpnctr: lot
dcicctmg anumal) signature, due to f tiled rats.
I'Itc Mississippi embayment represents a broad. spoon-
%halxd re-entrant of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks
%likin extends into the Paleozoic terrain of the North Amer-
ic:ut Craton from the south as outlined by the shaded cunlour
of fig.6U. The axis of this feature roughly parallels the Mis-
,is%ippi !fiver tapering aorlh Nard into the tectonically active
region of the Ncw Madrid seismic lone. An imcgrated analysis
of gravity. seismic, stratigraphic and petrologic data by Ervin
239
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Fir, 6A - 1). I1,	 ;count of sirssi%sippi enihi.°ur , r.. density and niagneunaion ndrdels. Also shown in (n) is an index map of the cmkryment
(..Boded , ue,:ur • ; wher • +, is the Eixmy profit. s tudied by I din mid McGinnis 119751. K is the seismic•
 refraction line studied by Met army and
Meyer f i 1+''), aied S i, the surLrcc ware prop:rp:uion p:uh studied by Audio and Keller (1979)
acrd Mu;(iir.•ris (i975) suggests the cn ► baymcm is a late Prc-
eambrian aulacogen which was reactivated most reeently III
late Cretaceous by tensional forces initiated during the for-
matien of the presetil Atlantic ocean hasin b y subsidence of the
Gulf c:ramai plain.
Figure 6A is a cross-section of the dcnsity sitdclurc of the
Mississippi emha)mcnl given by Ervin and McGinnis (1975)
along a profile between Yellville. Arkar, As and Scoflshtoro.
Alabama thereafter called )' 1 profile). 'This density model was
synthesized from regional gras ity data derived from the U.S.
lbouguer gravity anonwi) trap of Woollard and Jo=esling (19(4)
and the results of a reversed seismic refraction profile between
Little Rock. A rkansas and ( ails Giraideati, Missouri as dc-
scribed by kle.Ca ny and Meyer 0966). Austin and Keller
(1979) integrated the work of Mc(L'amy and Mcycr (1966) with
an analysis of Rayleigh wave dispersion along ;u propagation
path belwcc i Oxford. Mississippi and Florissant. Missouri to
obtain a similar dcnsity model for lite Y-- S profile which is
illustrated in I-ig.611. An index map for kwai rg these various
studies is given in Fig-61). In general, the crustal cruss•sccUOns
shown in Fig. 6A, H support llte failed-rift model for the origin
of the Mississippi embaynrcio
The agreement of surface wave. seismic refraction, and grav-
ity data in the region of the embayment suggests that the
crustal cross-section given in Pig. 6H can be useful for develop-
ing a reasonably valid three-dimensional model of the embay-
menu. Accordingly, the crustal cross-section that was gencra-
lizcd from Fig. 613 for the purposes of this study is given as the
four-body model shown in 1 • ig 0C t he gravity :ut:d)sis due to
Cordell (1977) was used lie
	
the characteristics of this
generalized crustal cross-section north and south ref the
	 N
profile
Cordell (1917) corrected the smoothed positive 111ougttcr
anomaly of the cnthayment for the low-dcnsity %edintents atdl
observed the long continuous positive anomaly with an ampli-
tude of 15 45 nigal increasing southward illustrated in Fig. (if),
I he axis of this anomaly closely follows the Mississippi River
northward beyond its confluence with the Ohio River into routhern
Illinois. The anomaly exhibits relatively uniform behavior Mouth of
the )'-- S profile until about 33° N where it increases sharply, thus
suggesting ll.at the crustal cross-section may be uniformly pro-
jected southward along the Mississippi River to appro%imartely
11" N. 'I'll tits north, decreasing gravity anomaly values in
conjunction with the northward tapering surface configuration
of the emhayment suggest a commensurate northward tapering
pro ►jccti(in of the crustal cross-action along the Mississippi
River into southern Illinois. Hence, to obtain the first-order.
Ihrcc•dimcnsiun:ul generalization of the crustal structure of the
eniba)fnen1 u.cd in this investigation, the crustal cross-section
of Fig. 6(' was projected uniformly south of the Y—S profile
and tapcied uniformly northward as outlined in Fig (if). The
northern ends of the four bodies of this generalized model as
projected onto the cross-section along the Y—S profile arc
given by the shaded regions of Fig. 6C.
To compute the potential field anomalies at 450 km cle•
vation, each of the four bodies of this generalized model was
represented by  Gauss - l.egendre quadrature formula consist-
ing of 129 equival ^at point sources. The latitude and longitude
limits of each body were represented by 9 point sources and
the radial limits by 2 point sources. Pertinent body volume
limits were imerl ►rolatel from a set of kiddy paints that sampled
the cotordin;tcs of the surface envelope for each body. No:
quadrature formulae were next evaluate) and summcd over a
(21. 111 observation prod spanning the region 060 290) 'U. 03l
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1-ill. 7A F.. %II%%lssipp• cn ►hayn ►eol salelhlc-lc%cI comilmrt..rtls between G;uus•I cgcndre yuadrature mt ►dekd gravity and magnetic anomalw% and
upward continioed V-averaged free-air gravity and 1'Mo s:rtellile magnetic anomaly data. Vach anomaly rwid is pltwxd an a
slercagraphic rtlu:d-area 1w,Lu Inohruon
451 °N and compared tr observed groily and niagnCUc ano-
maly data at 4511 kill elevation.
1''pw:ud conunu;tauu of free-an gravity .unanaly value,
from the surface of the earth to ill of 4501,111 by
equivalent point m ►urcc inversion for the study arcs leads to
tits results shown in Fig. 7A, phew data ethihil a pr ► auamccvt
relative pt ►sitivc anomaly with slightly greawr than I nrg:l of
relative amplitude in the region t► f the enth:gn ►ent. the g avity
efrect of the gencralivcd four-laxly model described atwwc is
shown tit I rg. 711 as roughh a 4 nrg.d anonuly. I he general
agrtrn►ent between the onodeled :nod t ►hscrved data over the
cmbaynnnt suggests that the uhscrved grtvily anomaly caul he
reast►nably well accounted for at 4M)km elevation by the gen-
craliied four-tx ►dy model.
Polar Orbiting Geophysical ( ►hsen.Itury 11'l ►(i(11 s;nClhtc
ntagnetanteler ohscrvutaons reduced to t.tdial poLui/ait'll using
a narn ► .IIv.I Ilk M .unphtudC of (41-IMNI g-111,111.1 I$% Atas;dcnt loam
source imer,IOn are given for the saki% area tit I i t: 7( I'hew
data show a I ►t.anuaent Cast west naagne1 1 4. high 111.11 Is 111C.i:hcd
in the %X11111% of the cnthayrnent by a ntapnctic Inv% to give
peter resolution cd the cl ►aracicn.ttcs of the m.tgneuc .ultan,dy
for the enthavntcnt reglttn• lite tadiall% p0aavcd d.iia vv,ae high.
pass filtered Gtr anomaly wavelengths smaller than ahoul ((1' 1 he
high-pass WIL-IC41 d.11.1 it llusti;atcd tit I tg 71) :Ind show% a ncg-
alivc anonl.tty of roughly 	 i ganunu aver the cnth.tynlenl
N'asilewskl ct al. 11 479 1 found that most analikws ill nac-
ilium to long-wavelength magnetic anonialics suggest that st ►ur-
ccs are probahI5 containcd in the lower crust which. in gener-
al. rtmv he suhslanimlly more magnctic than the t lilso crust
I he ctmdthtns for collocut regional m ►agnctiiauum ate cn-
hanced a% crustal depth incrc:aus Rcimaiwnce and thcnm.al
overprints are diminished, and viscous magnetization and ini-
tial sust •eptihility arc enhanced with increasing lempera-
lure especially within 10(r- I SO" C of the Curie fxiint, 'ncc
thickness of the crust within this thermal regime may he 5-
20 kin defx:nding on the steepness of the geothermal gradient.
Accordingly, they suggest that deep crustal magnetic m ►urees
are probably related to lateral variations of petrologic factors
tir Curie im ►Ihcrm topography.
Accordingly. an obvious deep crustal m ►urce for the ob.
wncd magnetic anomaly is Maly #2 (I ig.6C) which also re.
presents the maja ►r gravity source of the embaymcnt mrxlel. Austin
and Keller (1979) propose that the co ►mbinution of bodies 01 and
M 2 was formed as a manifestation of a mantle upwurp beneath
the embaymcnt comprising of a mixture of crust and upper
m:mlic malcrial which subw4trcntly rx ►oled to form a Mock of
high density material. Magnetic hypotheses which are cow
sastcnt with this view include txnly #2 as r' /.tine of negative
ntagnctiiation contrast with resf ►ect to the lower crust due to
dcplown of magnetic minerals. Negative magnetiialion for
Ix►dy # 2 also can result from temperatures which exceed the
C • uric Iwint. although prescnl brat flow data (Sass Ct al. 1976 ►
do not app►car III 	 this hype ► thesis fur the embaymcnt.
li.xly # 3 nuty represent an additional magnetic m ►urec for
the cutbayntew assuming crustal magnctimtiun increases with
depth. Iloxcvcr, the fxritive magnetic contribution of Ix ►dy
N .t will be relatively weak if the Curie isotherm depth is abt►ut
40 km to more. Arguments for including bodies N I and #4 in
a magnctic nuidel of the emtutymcnt appear to be lacking. so
that Iwtdy N -' probably represents the primary source for tlx:
observed magrntic anomaly data if the Curic imttherm is at
atx ►ul 411 1 kill of depth lit the region of the cmhayment.
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Ilence. the magnetic anomaly due to Ixt.ly N 2 wax calculat-
cd in I Ig.71. timing a magntliialit ►n contramt of - 2.4
x 10 ' emu; cm'. Thee results show that the anomaly amph-
lude olim-mcd for the mpion of the embaynicM at 450 km
elevaliom can be matched well by a muurcr much a% btKly 112
fixated near the best of the crust with magnetic pn%perties
which crrre.pond with the nsagncliration ch;tracterit +: icu anti-
ciflated for the lower crust. Substantial disparity is apparent.
howc%er, when the spatial v1saraeterislic% of the t ►hservcJ and
modeled magnetic anornalies are campareil. further refine-
ments of the magnetic model are neccwry and will be particu-
larly warremcd when data are available from the current Mag-
sat program Wangel 19791 lit andl further upgrade the
1 11MO satellite magnetic anomalies for lithesxpheric appli-
cations. Accordingly. Ixsdy M 2 a% determined by gravity
modeling co midmition% rcprc%cnl% only a preliminary magnetic
ms►tkl for the emba%m•nt.
['rNrehNlrrlN
Regional gravity and nsagnetic anomaly modeling for arbitrari-
ly shaped litho%pheriv .threes with variable phy.ival propertie%
can tie achieved accurately and efftcrvmly lit ctxtt-
dinaws using 6aum.- I.egendre yuadrature integration. The pro-
cedure involves rcprc.eniation of the anomalous source a. it
distribution of cyuivalent pint gravity p ► Ic% or pint magnetic
dipt/es which contribute increnscntal anomaly %;dues. evaluated
and summed at each ohservation point to obtain the total
anomaly. The di.tributaln of cyuivadent print %ourcem i% dc-
IermineJ directly from the volume limits of the anomalou.
Maly. I aor an arbitrarily %hoped bial y, the %ariable lintil. of
integration can be obtained front interptlations performed on a
set of Maly points which apprtosunate the %mLicc emeltspe of
the ane ►malou% mt ►urcv.
A chief practical advantage of the: mcthtxl n it% con-oder-
able veniality. I lit- pli)mcal prtlperlie% of the eepursalenl point
st►urcem• for example. can he Indi%idually varied Its reflect ph)%i-
c•al property variation% lot the heoJy hexing mtxlelcd. 1'he lnethtxl
can also be readily extended to tnt ►dcl the gcoidal anonsaly,
vector VOIllp►nenl-, and spatial derivative% fit order of the
bexly's aosomalom gra%itatitmal and magnel ►c ptentials.. I : i-
nally, the accuracy of the metlitxl can be controlled by adju%l-
ing the numt►er of cyur%ulcnt point source% or the distance
between the mesurce and oli%mation psini. lit tilt% regard, the
mc•Il►od i. particularly well suited for satellite granny anJ mag-
nclio- xmsmaly n ►txleling because the 066crocy and accuracy of
the application mcrea.n. with increasing Jklanee betumn
source and oh%enaoitsn punl%.
In ct ►nsideratton of the foregoing rc.ull%. it i% concluded
that (;au%.-I ependre yuadrature imcgruion fa.ihtaics a power.
ful and effscwrol approach w spherical cams mo&lmg of rv-
gional•rcale hthmpllcnc gra%ny and mignetie: awon ►al) msurcc%-,
Aa.twdingly, the methtsd ha% widespread a pphca lk wn ill
anals sis and clesign t►f regional•%cale gravity and magnetic %ur•
vcy% for lithmplscric ill%estigatkill.
ArAnlrltlr X4-me#tts. 1 malalal %upptlrt Gtr this nnc%ugatltm was Porto-
"-d by the (;.tJJard Spsrc I light ( cuter unticr NASA Conlraet
NASS-244)1).
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